
To: Honored Chairs Sen. Cohen and Rep. Demicco and Distinguished Members of the 
Environment Committee 
 
From: Darien Pollinator Pathway 
81 Locust Hill Rd, Darien, CT 06820                                                                     March 4, 2020 
 
 
On behalf of the Darien Pollinator Pathway, thank you for allowing us to submit testimony in 
support of S.B. 292, AN ACT CONCERNING ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS AND PESTICIDE 
REGULATION IN THE STATE.   
 
Under the current system of pesticide application record-keeping at DEEP, not only are records 
held in hard-copy, physical form, it is not possible to arrive at DEEP’s offices and review these 
records (inconvenient enough anyway if you don’t live in Hartford). Instead, anyone wishing to 
review the records needs to file a Freedom of Information Act request in order to have access to 
these records and then spend hours/days sifting through them in order to obtain information. 
This was our experience when trying to determine where chlorpyrifos is used in CT. 
 
It is 2020 and there is no justification for DEEP not to have a database in digital form. Not to 
have such a system further inhibits DEEP’s ability to enforce pesticide regulation when it is 
already compromised from reduced staffing. 
 
But equally, if not more importantly, to the extent that pesticides and other dangerous synthetic 
chemicals continue to be allowed in CT, each citizen should have the right to know what they 
are being exposed to. (The American Cancer Society reports that only between 5 – 10% of 
cancers are genetic, the rest result from environmental exposures.) Humans are not evolved to 
withstand synthetic chemicals and the very least our government can do is enable its citizens to 
understand exposures and not hide what is being used or erect artificial barriers to information. 
 
To that end, any digitized system at DEEP must be searchable not only by chemical – many 
people don’t know the chemical names and if they do, can’t necessarily spell them – it must also 
be searchable by town, city, applicator name (both individual and employing organization), 
product brand name, volume used, year etc. In other words, a digitized system needs to be both 
easy to use and fully informative. 
 
Thank you for considering this important attempt to bring some transparency to our State’s 
pesticide record-keeping. 
 
Juliet Cain and Deepika Saksena, Darien Pollinator Pathway 
 


